Top reasons to choose Dell APEX Storage for Public Cloud

Say goodbye to multicloud complexity. We’re raising the bar for cloud storage.

1 | Enterprise-class cloud storage
APEX Storage for Public Cloud brings Dell enterprise-class storage innovation into public cloud, making it easy to combine Dell storage performance, scale and cyber resilience with the economics, on-demand resources and advanced services offered in public clouds. Regardless of your workload, we’ve got you covered with multiple options for storage software across block, file, and data protection and multiple public cloud providers including AWS, Azure, Google, and more.

2 | Support your cloud strategy and optimize as you go
We get it, cloud strategies evolve, and IT needs the agility to react quickly as things change. To increase that agility, our offers deliver extreme flexibility with operational consistency between on-premises and public cloud so you can continuously optimize your environment. You can deploy the right resources in the right place based on your existing cloud strategy– and then, easily move data and applications between on-premises and public cloud, as business and workload needs shift.

3 | Consistent, centralized management
That same operational consistency extends to everyday management experiences. Eliminate retraining and empower your ITOps and storage admin teams to use the same skillset on-premises or in public clouds, with consistent management experiences everywhere. Dell APEX Navigator for Multicloud Storage and Dell APEX Navigator for Kubernetes make it easy to deploy, manage, monitor and move data and containers in multicloud environments, all from within Dell APEX Console. As a result, your teams can achieve enhanced productivity and spend less time moving between siloed management experiences and more time focused on delivering innovation.

4 | Make the most of pre-committed cloud spend
Take advantage of the speed, scale and advanced data services offered by Dell storage software across a range of use cases. Need to support large databases or containerized workloads? Want to burst your render workflow into AWS? Need a cloud-based protection solution? Whatever your workload is, these offers make it easy to control costs and make the most of your existing committed cloud spend to pay for underlying public cloud infrastructure and services.

5 | Maintain complete control of data
Staying in control of data with Dell enterprise-class storage software in the cloud will help you minimize risk in multicloud environments. Our offers make it easier to take a holistic approach to securing your data and maintaining compliance with governance and regulatory requirements.
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